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"Mom, can I tell you some-
thing? I'm worried. All of the
boys I grew up with are
dead. I lie awake at night
and think about it. What am
I supposed to do?"
The question was from a

thirteen-year-old boy in
New Orleans. His mother
suddenly realized that, of a
group of six-year-olds who
had started school together
seven years earlier, only
her son was still living.
All the others had met vio-
lent deaths.
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Nearly one million adolescents
between the ages of twelve and
nineteen are victims of violent
crimes each year, and this has
been true at least since 1985.
The victimization of adoles-

cents, particularly twelve- to- fifteen-
year-olds, is growing. Teenagers are
twice as likely to be assaulted as per-
sons aged twenty and older. The rate
and intensity of violence
involving children and
youths, moreover, has
escalated dramatically,
and much of it is ac-
counted for by adoles-
cents attacking others in
their age group. Adoles-
cent homicide rates have
reached the highest levels
in history.

In February 1993, sev-
enteen-year-old Michael
Ens ley was shot to death
in the hallway of a
Reseda. California, high
school, allegedly because
he gave his assailant an
offending look.

In Houston, two girls,
aged fourteen and sixteen,
taking a shortcut home
from a pool party, were
raped and strangled by six

a leading expert on youth violence,
"our children and teenagers are the
most frequent victims of violence."

Marian Wright Edelman, president of
the Children's Defense Fund, reports
that some African American children
are playing a new game called "Funeral"

their own. They discuss caskets, ser-
vices, and who will attend. Death is a
daily occurrence in their lives.

teen and seventeen, more than one in
five blacks and one in ten whites re-
ported such involvement.
The U.S. Department of Justice

reports that, between 1987 and 1991.
juvenile arrests for weapons violations
rose by 62 percent. Black youths under
the age of eighteen are the group most
frequently involved in violence. In
1991 they were arrested for weapons-

teenage gang members, the youngest of
them fourteen years old. One seven-
teen-year-old defendant in the case.
when told that he might be charged
with murder, allegedly told another
boY: "HeY. great! We've hit the bigtime."
Children arc becoming involved in
iolence at eyer-younger ages, accord-

ing to the Commission on Youth and
Violence of the American Psychologi-
cal Association tAt'Al. In a study of first
a»d second graders in Washington. DC,
the commission reported that 45 per-
cent said they had witnessed muggings.
31 percent had witnessed shootings.
and 31) percent had seen dead bodies.
"Clearly," declares De lhert S. Hliott.

-

ON BOTH 5IDE5

OF VIOLENCE
As the examples show, young people
are both victims and perpetrators of vio-
lence.

Elliott, who is studying violence
among adolescents under a Corporation
grant, says the mos( dramatic finding
from his research is the sheer magni-
tude of adolescent

involvement in seri-
ous offenses. Of the teenagers he
interviewed. more than 35 pereent of
black males and 25 percent of non-Ilis-
panic white males reported that they
had, by the age of seventeen, been
involved in one or more y iolent acts. At
the peak age for girls. between ages lit-
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Violence

against
girls

and young

wornen

bymales
their age

is another

growing
problem.

law violations at a rate triple that for
white youths. and they were murdered
at a rate six times that for whites.

Elliott found that there is no differ-
ence in the rates of violent behavior
between employed black and white
youths. But among the unemployed he
found that approximately twice as
many young blacks as whites contm lie
their violent careers into their twenties.
lie suggests this may be because
whites are more likely to grow up in
"more conventional and supportive
ellyironments- and live st ith their par-
ents. while blacks are more likely to be
involved in the illicit economy.
particularly in the distribution of drugs
in their neighborhoods.



An alarming new phenomenon is the
rise of violence among girls, often in
complicity with violent boys. Convic-
tions for violent crimes committed by
airls in Massachusetts rose from 15
percent of arrests in 1987 to 38 percent
in 1991. Girls increasingly join previ-
ously all-male gangs. All-girl gangs
also tend to be as violent as all-hoy
gangs.

The justice department estimates that
of the one million young people who
are raped, robbed, or assaulted each
year many are the victims of their
peers.

Much of the violent activity among
teenagers takes place on school
grounds. U.S. secretary of education
Richard W. Riley has noted that each
year about three million thefts and vio-
lent crimes occur on or near school
campuses. That is about 16,000 inci-
dents per school day. Violence at
.;:hool is becoming almost as much a
rural and suburban as an urban prob-
lem. A 1993 study by the National
School Boards Association found that,
of 720 school districts. 82 percent
reported an increase in violence in
their schools in the past five years.
These increases are occurring across
all geographic areas.
Violence against girls and young

women by males their age is another
growing problem. Adolescent girls are
particularly vulnerable to date rape and
acquaintance rape. Nearly one out of
every ten high school students expe-
riences physical violence connected
with dating. The District of Columbia
Superior Court is adding a teenage
counterpart. for thirteen- to eighteen-
year-old boys. to the court-ordered
treatment program of adults who batter
their spouses.

THE THREAT OF GUNS
Over all the concerns abirut adolescent
violence hangs the threat of firearms.

Guns extort a heavy price from a young
person's peace of mind. The psycholog-
ical harm done to children and adoles-
cents, either by the possession of guns or
by feiT of those who do possess them, is
immense. The vision of guns distorts
their h.havior and their human relations.
The atmosphere around them is charged
by the uncertainty of when shots may be
fired. They are confined to the safety of
the home by their mothers, who caution
them to stay away from windows lest
they become injured by a stray bullet.

"In part because
of this ready
availability of

firearms, guns are
involved in more

than 75 percent of
adolescent killings."

According to the book. Promoting the
llealth of Adolescents. produced under
the auspices of the Carnegie Council on
Adolescent Development and edited by
Susan G. Millstein, Anne C. Petersen.
and Elena 0. Nightingale. the median
age of first-gun ownership in the United
States is twelve-and-a-half ears of age;
often the gun is a gift from a father or
other male relative.

'Children can buy handguns on street
corners in many communities.- says the
PA's commission on youth and vio-
lence. "In part because of this ready
availability of' firearms. guns are in-
\ olsed in more than 75 percent of ado-
lescent killings.-

Roughly one in ten teenagers between
the ages of ten and nineteen has fired a
gun at someone or been shot at, and
ab(rut two in five say they kilos', some-
one w ho has been killed or wounded

gunlire. This is the finding of a
1993 survey of a representatike sample
of 2.508 students at ninet -si\ public
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and private elementary, middle, and
senior high schools, conducted by Lou-
is Harris for Harvard University's
School of Public Health. Harris reports
that 60 percent of the youths said they
could get a handgun: one-filth claimed
they could do so within an hour, and
more than a third said they could do so
within a day.

Harris points to data indicating that
gun violence is not just a problem of
inner-city poor children. Just as drugs
have come to middle-class youth. so
guns have migrated from the city to sub-
urban areas. "It is evident that no part of
the country, no area cities, suburbs,
small towns is immune from the
influence of guns among young people
today." Yet, he adds, surveys show that
a majority of young people, even many
who carry guns. would like to see an
end to the gun culture.

A 1991 study by the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention (CDC
found that one in twenty-five high
school students carries a gun. In re-
sponse, increasing numbers of schools
have resorted to metal detectors and
other security measures: a few school
districts even employ armed securit
guards. To date, such measures have
met with mixed response. In sonic
cases. students reported an improved
sense of security.

Critics cite the high cost of securit
provision, estimated in New York Cit
at S3(X),0(10 per year per school. Others
are concerned that in-school securit\
obscures the threat to students on the
way to and from school. PerhapS more
important, it masks the need for more
basic improvements in the environment
ri which children grow up and the
urgency for fundamental changes in
children's and adults behavior.

FAMILY, COMMUNITY, SOCIETY
Young people' s actions ilk.' not di-
\ tweed from the nuires of the sik.net it



large; their behavior is not shaped in
isolation from adult standards. As the
APA report diagnoses it, "Although
young people are disproportionately
represented on both sides of the Knife
or gun. it is important to consider their

Young people's
actions are not

divorced from the
mores of the society

at large; their behavior
is not shaped in
isolation from

adult standards.

experiences as part of the larger picture
of violence in America. By many mea-
sures. the United States ranks first
among nations in its level of interper-
sonal violence." The United States has
the highest homicide rate of any West-
ern industrialized country many
times higher than the country with the
next highest rate.

More than 25,000 Americans are mur-
dered each year, and homicide is the
tenth leading cause of death in our
nation. says the APA report. "Domestic
violence, hate crimes, sexual violence.
and violence among peers pose threats
to children and teenagers in every
American community. No one is
immune to the pervasive violence in
American societ. although the proba-
bilities of involvement are affected by
race, social and economic class, age.
geographical area, population density,
and other faetors."

HO SINGLE fACIOR. But the An:\ commis-
sion also stresses that no single factor
can be blamed as the cause of violence
among children and adolescents:
"Youth violence is like heart disease,
w here many factors build to create the
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problem," says Alan Kazdin, a psychol-
ogist at Yale University who served on
the commission. "All the factors matter.
but none means that a child will neces-
sarily become violent. Ma»y different
oaths can lead to trouble."

itie elements that contribute to
chilthen becoming violent, the com-
mission said, were severe frustrations
leading to lashing out, doing poorly in
school, being stigmatized as "dumb."
and lack of social skills that allow
youngsters to deal effectively with oth-
ers, especially their peers.
Growing up in an environment of

harsh poverty with a feeling that oppor-
tunities for success are closed because
of discrimination can I,:ad to hopeless-
ness and rage that find expression in
violence.

Terence P. Thornberry. a psychologist
at the State University of New York in
Albany and a principal investigator of a
five-year study of violence among
4,000 youths, responded to the ques-
tion. What makes youngsters violent'?
"Violence does not drop out of the sky
at age fifteen. It is part of a long de-
velopmental process that begins in
early childhood."

The pattern, observes Delbert Elliott,
is one of "adding on." An individual
typically begins with a minor form of
substance abuse or delinquency and,
over time, will add new forms of be-
havior. In general, Elliott says, an esca-
lation in minor delinquency and in the
use of alcohol precedes the transition to
marijuana use and early sexual activity.
Both of these tend to be followed by
serioUti forms of violence and other
crime, which precede the onset of seri-
Otis illicit drug use.
The Americat-, Medical Association

reports that a.,out two million children
annually experience physical abuse or
neglect. One-third of the ictims of
physical abuse are under one year of
age; another third are between the ages
of one and six. Estimates of physical
abuse of children and outli suggest
that as many as 10 percent are assaulted
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by family members and carcgivers each
year.

Children who have suffered abuse and
neglect while growing up learn to re-
gard it as normal and tend to repeat the
behavior toward their own offspring.

Not only are man:/ children them-
selves abused but at least 3.3 million
each year witness parental abuse, rang-
ing from hitting to fatal assaults with
knives or guns. As they mature in an
atmosphere of violent relationships
between men and women husbands
battering wives, women assaulted by
boyfriends and other males, mothers
maltreated and then abandoned by a
succession of men these children

"Violence does
not drop out
of the sky...:
lt is part of a

long
developmental

process that begins
in early childhood."

come to adopt the same attitudes and
practices in dealing with their peers and
eventually their own families as their
elders did. At a counseling group ses-
sion for men who had been arrested for
domestic violence. one young man said
"he had treated his girlfriend no dif-
ferently from the way his father had
treated his mother."

Shawn Sullivan grew up in Brook-
lyn's Bedford-Stuyvesant section, one
of New York City's poorest neighbor-
hoods. Working as an Amherst College
intern at The Wall Street journal, he
wrote in that newspaper:

"All five of my sisters have been sic-
titus of wife-beating. I suppose one
could argue that they did not do a good
job at selecting their vou.e. M slstci
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live in poor neighborhoods, though,
where their kind of bad luck in romance
is not out of the ordinary.

"In fact, domestic violence may well
prove to be the most troubling issue
facing poor, urban minority commu-
nities for a long time to come. Wife-
heating, of course, is not confined to
the inner city it is a national phe-
nomenon. Approximately four million
American women are beaten in their
homes each year."

ROLE Of THE MEDIA. In discussing the
cases and causes of youth violence, the

role of the entertainment media is a hot
and controversial topic. There is an
obvious reason for the charges made
against the violence-saturated action in
movies, on the home screen, and
against the often threatening, anti-fe-
male sounds of hard-core rap. The
expressions of violence are so constantly
visible and audible; the gun fire, par-
ticularly in movies, so explosive and
unrelenting; and the words :If hard-core
rap ("It ain't nothing you should laugh
to/I'll shoot your moms if I have to") so
bloody and menacing that the public
has begun to object.

". . . viewing violence
increases fear of
becoming a victim
of violence, with

a resultant increase
in self-protective

behaviors and mistrust
of others."

Politicians subject to conflicting pres-
sures. however, may find it easier to at-
tack the violent content of shows than
to take less publicly popular and more
costly action to prevent violence itself.
For example, politicians can celebrate a
victory against violence when broadcast
networks voluntarily promise to issue
alerts to parents before showing what
they consider excessively violent
shows. ("Due to some violent content,
parental discretion is advised.") But
how far this will go in the absence of
measures addressing the deeper prob-
lems of violence is debatable.

The most recent entry into the arsenal
of media violence is "Mortal Kombat," a
video game that gives the victor a
chance to kill. In its goriest version, The
New York Times reports, it provides the
thrill of ripping out, with bare hands, the
loser's still beating heart or tearing off
his lifelike head. An eleventh grader
from Oyster Bay, Long Island. said his
favorite move is pushing an enemy over
the ledge and watching him being
impaled on a spike. His final triumph
comes when he can electrocute his oppo-
nent. The game is reported to be number
one in popularity at video arcades.

These and other violence-saturated
appeals to children and youth in the
media seem to justify thc APA report's
warning that "viewing violence increas-
es fear of becoming a victim of vio-
lence. with a resultant increase in
self-protective behaviors and mistrust
of others."
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here is a growing belief among ex-
perts that the trend toward ever
more violent behavior in America
can be reversed. The report of the

American Psychological Association's
commission on youth and violence
concluded from psycholoeical research
that violence is not a random, uncon-
trollable, or inevitable occurrence:
"Many factors, both individual and so-
cial, contribute to an individual's pro-
pensity to use violence, and many of
these factors are within our power to
change.... There is overwhelming evi-
dence that we can intervene effectively
in the lives of young people to reduce or
prevent their involvement in violence."

"Violence is learned,
and we can teach

children alternatives."

Ronald G. Slaby, a psychologist at
Harvard University and a member of
the APA commission, concurs: "Vio-
lence is learned, and we can teach chil-
dren alternatives."

SOME STRATEGIES

MAINST VIOLENCE
The Corporation's president David A.
Hamburg observes: "You have to as-
sume that if kiciN crow up in reasonably

od shape. and with some sense of
decent opportunities, then the risk of
taking to the gun will he much less. even

in a television-seturated community."
Reversal of the trend of violence

among the young. Hamburg says, calls
for the teaching of "prosocial behav-
ior" at home, in child care centers, and
preschool programs. "By prosocial be-
havior, I mean constructive interaction
with other human beings sharing,
taking turns, learning to cooperate.
helping others. This is very fundamen-
tal. It used to be assumed that children
got this outside school. This was never
a sound assumption. and it is less so
now than it ever was. I believe that if
you don't get a foundation in the ele-
mentary pattern of sharing and coop-
eration before arriving in school, the
odds are very much against you."

At its earliest stage, violence pre-
vention begins with good health care
for mother and child and the bonding
of the child to a caring adult. It in-
volves stimulating the development of
nonconfrontational skills in language
and behavior from the start of life.

As they grow up, says David Satcher.
director of the CDC and former presi-
dent of Meharry Medical College in
Nash%ille. "young people must have a
reason to believe that they can change

. the future for themselves and 'others.
Then it is much easier to deal with vio-
lence and substance abuse and teenage
pregnancy. We've found that those
problems were not the problems: they
were the symptoms. When young peo-
ple don't have any hope for the future,
they'll do anything."

When he headed thc medical college,
Satcher started a Carnegie-funded pro-
gram called "I Have a Future," which
worked with teenagers in housing pro-

jects to inspire optimism and to avoid
the risky behavior that so often cor-
rupts and endangers youngsters' lives.
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"You have to assume
that if kids grow up in

reasonably good shape,
and with some sense of
decent opportunities,

then the risk of taking to
the gun will be much

less, even in a
television-saturated

community."

Like most experts, he is convinced that
all opportunities in a child's life must be
seized to teach alternatives to the despair
and nihilism that so readily lead to self-
destructive behavior and violence.

Attention to violence prevention must
take into account the social and cultural
mores guiding children's attitudes and
behavior. For example, aggressive
behavior and victory at all costs are
deeply imbedded in the American
ethos. "The term 'aggressive' in Amer-
ica's entrepreneurial culture is consid-
ered very positive," Hamburg notes.
adding, "It doesn't necessarily mean
violence. It does mean taking the initia-
tive, being vigorous, being determined.
hanging in there, being resourceful, not
giving up easily. That sense of aggres-
siveness, another word for assertive-



ness. is very important for kids to have.
but we need to distinguish it very clear-
ly from moving to v iolence."

Assertiveness, taught as a social skill.
helps young adults learn how to take
advantage of opportunities offered by
health services and job training. It
teaches youngsters how to resist un-
wanted pressures and intimidation.
resolve conflicts nonviolently. and

.. research in this
field indicates that

conflict resolution and
mediation programs

show positive effects in
reducing violence.

make smart decisions about schooling,
drugs. and weapons. Says Hamburg. "It
gets youngsters to stop and think! What
is it you want, and how can you get it
peacefully instead of believing that vio-
lence will get it for you every time?"

CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND MEDIATION.

Though limited, the research in this
field indicates that conflict resolution
and mediation programs show positive
effects in reducing violence.

Morton Deutsch, director of the Inter-
national Center for Cooperation in
Conflict Resolution at Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia University. stresses the
importance of teaching skills in con-
flict resolution of making students
aware that violence begets violence,
that there are healthy and unhealthy
ways to express anger, and that nonvio-
lent alternatives to dealing with con-
flict are available. He calls clear
communication and effective listening
to what others are saying critical to the
resolution of conflict and to becoming
alert to bias. misperceptions. and ste-
reotyped thinking, in oneself and in
others, that foster conflict.

First introduced in New York City
schools in 1972. the concept has grown
steadily. Pro2rams in conflict reso-
lution are now part of the curriculum in
more than 2.000 schools. Preliminary
evaluations by 200 teachers using the
Deutsch program show that within a
year it reduced the number of fights in
71 percent of the classrooms and also
reduced the incidence of verbal put-
downs and name calling by 66 percent.

In Ann Arbor, Michigan. training in
conflict resolution involves 14.000
people students, faculty members.
parents. and even bus drivers.

School authorities in Charlotte.
North Carolina. credit peer mediation
with helping to reduce the number of
assaults by and against students by 50
percent between 1989 and 1990.

In New Mexico, a state-financed
conflict resolution program reaches
30,000 students in more than 100
schools.

10 All students in Chicago's public
high schools take courses in the reso-
lution of disputes.

A ten-year-old school-based program.
Victim Services in New York, relies on
two approaches: mediation and to
victims. The mediation program started
in one high school, expanded into fif-
teen schools and now, as a result of
budget cuts, operates in eight schools.
Since the introduction of peer media-
tion. involving eighteen hours of train-
ing by Victim Services, suspensions for
fighting have been reduced by between
50 and 70 percent.

"For these youngsters, mediation is a
new experience in dealing with conflict,"
says Lucy N. Friedman, founder and
executive director of Victim Services.

Recoviiing that violence needs to he
addressed long before high school.
Victim Services, together with Educa-
tors for Social Responsibility, a mem-
ber of a network of violence prevention
and treatment programs directed by

Renée Wilson-Brewer at the Education
Development Center (Epc), currently
also trains teachers in forty middle
schools to run their own Mediation pro- .

grams.

SOCIAL SUPPORT AND LIFE SKILLS TRAINING.

For children and adolescents in impov-
erished communities, social support
systems and life skills training are
needed in a wide variety of settings.
Social supports can include schOol-
based health clinics, home-visiting
progrms. adult mentoring, and church-
related youth activities. "People must
have a dependable infrastructure and
enduring relationships with adults as
well as peers." says Hamburg. "There
is potential in these approaches to pro-
vide constructive alternatives to joining
violent groups."

One way this goal is being pursued is
through programs that build a strong
and continuing connection between
parents and schools in the children's

For children and
adolescents in
impoverished

communities, social
support systems and life

skills training are
needed.. . .

early years. Established in 1968 by
James P. Corner at Yale University, the
School Development Program. for
example. links academic and social
support as a means of improving chil-
dren's success in school and society.
The message is that consistent attention
to the development and education of'
infants, toddlers, children, and adoles-
cents offers the best hope for change.

The Corporation-supported Prena-
tal/Early Infancy Project headed by
David L. Olds. a child development
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expert at the University of Rochester,
made a systematic effort to mobilize
social supports for teenage parents and
succeeded in reducing patterns of ne-
glect and abuse of their children.
Avance-San Antonio, a family support
and education program under the
leadership of Gloria G. Rodriguez. has.
similarly, helped Mexican American
parents change their punitive approaches
to child discipline and generally im-
proved parent-child relationships.

The success of the early childhood
approach has already been demonstrated
by the Perr.v Preschool Program. in
Ypsilanti. Michigan. sponsored by the
High/Scope Educational Research
Foundation and supported in part by
thc Corporation. The program.
enrolling poor black children at age
three or four, has shown remarkably
positive results in youngsters' subse-
quent behavior s adolescents and
young adults. Those who participated
in the program have engaged in signifi-
cantly less unlawful and criminal be-
havior than those who did not have the
benefits of early intervention to pro-
mote cognitive and social development.

VIOLENCE PREVENTION CURRICULA. Deborah

Prothrow-Stith. former Massachusetts
commissioner of health and now assist-
ant dean at the Harvard School of Pub-
lic Health, calls classroom education
"an essential piece of violence preven-
tion." Her Violence Prevention Curric-
ulum for Adolescents, created in
collaboration with the Education
Development Center, was introduced
in 1987 and has since become a nation-
al model for dealing with intentional
violence among youthful acquain-
tances. Using videotapes of violent
encounters, it offers nonviolent alter-
natives for the resolution of conflicts. It
shows how fights start and escalate and
stresses positive ways to deal with
anger and argument.

From the project. Prothrow-Stith has
learned that intervention limited to the
classroom is not enough; the commu-
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nity must become involved. Efforts
initially concentrated on predominantly
black Roxbury and on predominantly
white South Boston, which, with Rox-
bury, is among the city's poorest areas.
(The project is now funded by the City
of Boston and is called the Boston Vio-
lence Prevention Program. serving the
entire city.) In each community. a
trained educator carries the violence
prevention curriculum to diverse audi-
ences outside the schools: churches,
housing projects. boys' and girls' clubs,
neighborhood health centers, and even
juvenile detention facilities, thus reach-
ing great numbers of people. Media
efforts have been helpful as well.

To dismiss violent,
antisocial behavior in
children as a phase of
normal development is

viewed by many
educators as a denial

of reality.

All students in Chicago's public high
schools take courses in the resolution
of disputes. In its inner-city schools
and in Urbana. Illinois, 4,000 pupils in
sixteen elementary schools are given a
violence prevention course while their
teachers are being coached in how to
handle classroom misbehavior in a
more positive yet effective way. Par-
ents are taught how to avoid threats
and violence in the family.

A similar program in Seattle includes
weekly sessions for parents on such
topics as how to discipline children
effectively, how to spend more enjoy-
able time with children, and how to
hell, children deal with school prob-
lems. The curriculum was produced by
researchers who examined the path
typically followed by violent youths in
their childhood.
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Although the Seattle program, which
w ill eventually run through the middle
school years. now only reaches up to
third grade, positive results are already
evident. Children who had been dis-
ruptive when they entered first grade
showed improved behavior by year's
end. When compared with children
who had not taken part in the program.
they had 20 percent fewer fights on the
playground and were evaluated as 25
percent better at handling aggression
and 32 percent more popular among
playmates.

DEALING WITH BULLIES. Early intervention

should also deal with the classroom
bully. To dismiss violent, antisocial
behavior in children as a phase of nor-
mal development is viewed by many
educators as a denial of reality. Bullies
usually pick on smaller, relatively de-
fenseless classmates. Unless their be-
havior is stopped, class bullies may be
on the way to terrorizing neigh-
borhoods.

Dan Olweus, professor of psycho-
social science at the University of Ber-
gen, Norway, who has conducted
extensive studies of bullying, reports:
"When we follow the former school
bully to age twenty-three, we find a
four-fold increase in criminal behavior."

Norway has produced training mate-
rials for teachers, an information folder
for parents, and videocassettes that
show episodes from the everyday lives
of two children who have been victims
of bullying. Interventions to eliminate
bullying include setting firm limits
against unacceptable behavior, protect-
ing potential victims, making all stu-
dents aware of the problem, and
actively involving teachers and parents
in the prevention of bullying.

In the Norwegian program. bullying
incidents dropped by more than 50 per-
cell, in a two-year period. At the same
time, aotisocial behavior, such as theft.
vandalis II. and truancy, also declined
significt,ntly. Students reported that
they were happier in school.
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THE CRITKAL ROLE

OF THE 5(HOOL
The school remains the institution to
which parents look for help in their
daily struggle to do the best for their
children. It is the place where the cam-
paign against violence needs to be
given educational focus and where, in
practical terms, children and youth
should be able to find protection from
the dangerous street culture, not for a
few hours ',ut throughout the day.

Under such circumstances, some
experts believe schools should expand
from the traditional 8:00 A.M. to 3:00
P.M. teaching institution to become all-
day community centers concerned with
their clients' mental, physical, and
emotional needs as well. This is what
Joy G. Dryfoos, in her book, Full-Ser-

The school is the plar:e
where the campaign

against violence needs
to be given educational

focus and where, in
practical terms, children
and youth should be able

to find protection from
the dangerous street
culture, not for a few
hours but throughout

the day.

vice Schools: A Revolution in Health
and Social Services for Children.
Youth. and Families, written with Cor-
poration support, envisions: schools
that link the best reforms with services
that children and families need.

Working examples of such commu-
nity schools already exist. Open from
early morning until the evening hours.
they take on responsibility for the
learning, health, and safety of the chil-
dren, and they keep their doors open to
parents and other members of the com-
munity. They are, in Dryfoos's words.
"like a big tent into which all other
models fit."

More than half a million students, she
says, already use school-based health
services, often together with their fami-
lies. Dryfoos estimates that 16.000
community schools are needed and that

-
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the total cost would be about S1.6 bil-
lion to move the concept out of its pre-
sent demonstration phase into an
adequate national effort. But, she adds.
a small federal expenditure could em-
bolden states and local communities to
speed the movement of full-service
community schools.

Turning Points, the report produced by
the Corporation and the Council on
Adolescent Development. (see Carnegie
Quarterly, spring 1993. "Turning Points
Revisited"), recommends the organiza-
tion of middle schools into small units
of approximately 150 youngsters, each
taught by a team of teachers who are
responsible for the students' academic
and personal progress. The result is that
every adolescent is known to a teacher
and can rely on constant adult advice
and support.

Experience with this arrangement
shows that it reduces, and often virtu-
ally eliminates, violent and other anti-
social behavior. By contrast, big
schools, where students move about
anonymously, give free reign a, the
kind of adolescent behavior that leads
to conflict and violence.

COMMUNITY AND YOUTH

ORGANIZATIONS CAN HELP
Focusing on the many hours during
which adolescents arc not in school
and are exposed to the dangers of the
streets and the threat of violence, the
Carnegie Council on Adolescent De-
velopment in 1993 published a report,
A Matter of Time: Risk and Oppor-
tunity in the Nonschool Hours. In the
foreword, David Hamburg wrote that
youth organizations and programs "can
provide young adolescents with social
support and guidance, life-skills train-
ing, positive and constructive alterna-
tives to hazards such as drug and
alcohol use, gang involvement, early
sexual activity, and crime, and thcy can
create opportunities for meaningful

10

contributions to the community."

YOUTH awn. Joseph E. Marshall, Jr.. a
teacher in the San Francisco public
schools and head of the Ometta Boys
Club. believes fervently that people are
responsible not only for their own chil-
dren but for all the children in the com-
munity.

"Youth gangs address many of young
adolescents' developmental needs,
including safety. status, meaningful
roles. income, and a sense of compe-
tence and belonging," Marshall says.
The implied message of the gangs'
attraction is that great numbers of ado-

Since youngsters'
interest in gangs
often begins at

age eleven or even
sooner, prevention

programs must
start early.

lescents feel cut off from contact with
competent and caring adults. Unless
they find a voice and a presence that
inspires confidence, they are left to drift.

Marshall has established nine condi-
tions for anyone who wants to become
an Omega member: no drugs: no alco-
hol: no guns: no language that could
hurt others: respect for women; a car-
ing attitude toward other members:
understanding that negative peer pres-
sure often exploits fear and building
firm resistance to it; knowledge of the
importance of values: and conviction
that the family is vital.

A look at Omega's success with hun-
dreds of boys suggests that the club
provides the wholesome version of
what adolescents look for the secu-
rity of companionship and the sense of
belonging to something like a family.
These ties seem to be strong enough to

head off the undesirable behavior char-
acteristic of gang membership, with its
frequent abuse of drugs and alcohol
and resort to violence.

Because young people at greatest risk
of gang involvement and violence are
not likely to rush to youth clubs like
Marshall's on their own, they must be
enticed by interesting activities, sports.
arts and crafts, computer training, help
with homework, games. and a chance to
rise to leadership positions.

In the Omega club, members also
participate in intellectual activities.
such as "Knowledge Day." when
speakers come to the group and engage
members in questions. answers, and
discussion.

Since youngsters' interest in gangs
often begins at age eleven or even
sooner. prevention programs must start
early. In Paramount. California. a cur-
riculum entitled Alternative to Gang
Membership begins in fifth grade.
Instruction deals with such issues as
graffiti. peer pressure. the damaging
impact of gangs on families, and the
use of drugs and other health-threaten-
ing behavior. The program follows the
children into the middle school and
tries to reach out to the parents.

At the beginnine of the program, 50
percent of the more than 3.000 children
said they were undecided about joining
a gang: at its conclusion, 90 percent
said they would not.

Emphasis on the early years in efforts
to prevent youngsters from later join-
ing violent gangs does not mean that
the problem of existing gangs can be
ignored. The Community Youth Gang
Services Project in Los Angeles is an
example of what might be done to
make gangs less violent. This program.
also part of EDC'S network of violence
prevention and treatment programs,
works directly with gang members,
encouraging them to settle disputes by
nonviolent means. to establish "neutral
territories" that are safe for everybody,
and to work toward agreements on
periods of peace.
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MENTORING. For some, the outreach of
youth organizations is sufficient: others
need more direct contact with a
trustworthy adult.

In her annual report essay of 1983.
Margaret Mahoney. president of the
Commonwealth Fund, urged main-
stream adults to devote time to men-
toring disadvantaged youth, and
particularly young black males from
homes without fathers, eiving them a
sense that "a purposeful life- is possi-
ble. She pointed to the needs of chil-
dren in poverty who "confront too

. mentors can
contribute to the

ability of inner-city
youth to cope with

very difficult
circumstances.

many negative influences, too many
bad role models." In that situation.
Mahoney observed, one-to-one rela-
tionships "can reassure each child of his
innate worth, instill values, guide curi-
osity, and encourage a purposeful life."

In his hook. The Kindness of Stran-
gers: Adult Mentors, Urban Youth. and
the New Voluntarism. Marc Freedman
writes that mentors can contribute to
the ability of inner-city youth to cope
with very difficult circumstances. One
of the rich sources of mentoring.
Freedman writes, "has been the African
American community. Many organiza-
tions have initiated projects focused on
linking inner-city youth with successful
African American men and women
individuals who, in many instances,
were themselves raised in inner-city
neighborhoods...."

For example. the Urban League in
Providence, Rhode Island, created the
Education Initiative Program that pro-
vides about 100 students with mentors

over three years. In Pittsburgh. Mil-
waukee, and many other cities, local
chapters of One Hundred Black Men
match their members with youngsters
in one-on-one relationships.

Thomas W. Evans, a lawyer and chair-
man of the hoard of Teachers Colleue,
Columbia University. began his in-
volvement in mentoring in 1983 by
pairing five New York law firms w ith
five high schools and taking students to
their firms, to court, and to meetines
over sandwich lunches. Described in his
book, Mentors: Making a Difterence in
Our Public Schools, the program. sim-
ply called MENTORS, now operates in
over 500 schools throughout the coun-
try. reaching about 30.000 students.

Because mentoring can have virtually
unlimited faces, it enables individuals.
as Freedman puts it. "to participate in
the essential but unfinished drama of
reinventing community. while reaf-
firming that there is an important role
for each of us in it." The beneficiaries
of mentoring are less likely to be
drawn into the nihilism of violence.

5TREN6THENING THE FIELD

OF VIOLENCE PREVENTION:

THREE PROJECTS

Although the problem of youth v. I o-
lence has serious implications for pub-
lic health, criminal justice. education,
and social services, no one institution
or agency currently assumes responsi-
bility. Existing prevention and treat-
ment programs arc isolated, and there
is a lack of connecting networks
between them.
Through its grant programs, Carnegie

Corporation has been attempting to
draw together the experience with vio-
lence prevention efforts. to increase the
interchange of knowledge among them,
and to make :ivailable to practitioner
and the public the best available results
from research.
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Durine the 1980s. the Corporation
respoyded to the growing epidemic of
violence among children and youth by
initiating a series of conferences. These
brought together scholars and expert
practitioners from many backgrounds
to clarify the problem of youth violence
and to sort out priorities for preventive
intervention. The discussions addressine
direct and indirect means of prevention
and intervention subsequently led to a
series of grants. The Corporation has
funded three specific projects.

CENTER fOR THE STUDY AND PREVENTION OF

VIOLENCE. The center, which Delbert S.
Elliott heads at the University of Colo-
rado in Boulder. serves as an informa-
tion hub, provides technical assistance,
and conducts basic research. It has a
computerized database for research on
all aspects of violence. It also publishes
short documents for distribution to
practitioners and poiicymakers that
translate its research into policy, treat-
ment. and intervention strategies. Elliott
says. "After twenty years of experience
of dealine with adolescent violence, we
want to, see some practical applications
of research to really help society deal
with this problem."

EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT CENTER. EDc's net-

work of twenty-one violence preven-
tion and treatment programs across the
United States is directed by Renee Wil-
son-Brewer, EDC'S associate director of
health and human development pro-
grams. The network is attempting to
advance violence prevention as a field
by infusing current violence prevention
practice with the best theoretical and
practical contributions by academic spe-
cialists and other experts.

Wilson-Brewer explains: "The net-
work has fostered communication
among a select group of violence pre-
vention practitioners across the coun-
try, many of whom were previously
unknown to one another. Several of
these programs are considered pioneers
in youth violence prevention and con-
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tinue to be looked at as models by oth-
ers seeking to develop programs."

The network keeps members in-
formed of changing developraents in
the field and helps improve members'
understanding of the gap between re-
search and practice through collabo-
ration with the Center for the Study
and Prevention of Violence. Together
with the Colorado center. the network
is planning a nontechnical handbook
on evaluation for distribution to EDC

network members, thus illustrating the
essential connection between research
and practice.

As part of its service. EDC convenes
an annual meeting of network mem-
bers: publishes Connections Alert, a

periodic mailin2 with current informa-
tion on new publications, resources,
funding opportunities, and legi§lation;
and provides information on the types
of violence prevention efforts taking
place across the country.

EDC also encourages network mem-
bers to address the connections be-
tween violence and other adolescent
problems, such as substance abuse,
child abuse, and domestic violence.

MEDIAKOPE. Mediascope, headed by
Marcy Kelly, emerged from a series of
seminars and meetings organized by the
Carnegie Council on Adolescent De-
velopment to discuss the impact of the
media on young people. Its mission is to
work with members of the media in an
effort to reduce violence in television.
film, music, video games, and other
entertainment and news presentations.

"We need to see a more realistic por-
trayal of the consequences of violence
in our movies," Kelly told the Chroni-
cle of Philanthropy.

While pushing hard for change, Kelly
is pragmatic. "Grantmakers tend to say,
'violence is bad'. Fine. But conflict is
an important part of drama. The issue
is how to persuade the industry to deal
with conflict and violence in a respon-
sible manner." She asks: "Were other
options explored before resorting to
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violence? Are there consequences.
such as pain? Who is the aggressor
the hero or the villain?"

The organization has sponsored many
informational forums with Hollywood-
based organizations such as the Writers
Guild of America, the Directors Guild
of America, the American Film Institute,
and the Caucus for Producers. Writers.
and Directors. Such meetings offer the
creative people in the industry opportu-
nities to confer with professionals in
child development, the social sciences,
researchers, and experts in violence
prevention. Working with a variety of
major entertainment industries. Media-
scope is also developing guidelines and
ratings that address violent content.

Underlying Kelly's approach is her
belief that the media could serve as a
positive influence on human behavior,
as shown by television's and the
movies' virtual elimination of cigarette
smoking and the news media's effec-
tive appeals for healthier diets and
physical exercise.

"We need to see
a more realistic portrayal

of the consequences
of violence

in our movies."

The presidents of the American Psy-
chological Association, the American
Academy of Pediatrics, the American
Psychiatric Association, and the Soci-
ety for Adolescent Medicine have en-
listed Mediascope in sending a letter to
125 board chairs, chief executive offi-
cers, and other entertainment industry
leaders offering their assistance in
reducing the harmful effects of media-
produced violence.

For school and university classrooms,
Mediascope has produced "The Kids
are Watching," a short film on chil-
dren's reaction to what they see on

television and in films. Typical of
children's comments, Zack, a twelve-
year-old participant in the program.
said: "I don't remember [its namel. It
was a really gross movie and there's
parts in it where they wrap bodies in
foil and then light it on fire, you know,
and then I got a lot of scary things like
that, and I get a lot of scary nightmares."

This video also exposes the mar-
keting to children of toys inspired by
R-rated violent movies. It includes
interviews in the Los Angeles Central
Juvenile Hall, a correction facility,
with adolescents who have committed
violent crimes.

The California Wellness Foundation
has awarded Mediascope a $300,000
grant to expand its work and develop an
ethics curriculum on violence to be used
in courses that train some 64,000 film
students who hope to become movie
makers. Other support for Mediascope
comes from the Ruth Mott Fund and
the A. L. Mailman Family Foundation.

In addition to programs specifically
addressing violence prevention or
reduction,, the Carnegie Council on
Adolescent Development has assisted
in the publication of three studies deal-
ing in part with the impact of violence
on adolescent health. One is a review
by the Office of Technology Assess-
ment of such issues as substance abuse
and violence in a report on adolescent
health, published in 1991. A second is
the book. Fateful Choices: Healthy
Youth for the 21st Century, published
in 1992. The third is the edited volume,
Promoting the Health of Adolescents:
New Directions for the 2Ist Century,
published in 1993.

NO SURRENDER TO VIOLENCE
As violence in many urban areas has
escalated, it has increasingly been rec-
ognized not just as a criminal justice
matter but as a public health issue.
David Satcher of the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention says: "I
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don't think you have to take anythine
away from CDC'S historic role in order
to say that if you look at the major
cause of death today, it's not smallpox
or polio or even infectious diseases.
Violence is the leading cause of lost
; fe in the country today. If it's not a

public health problem. why are all
those people dying from it?"

To recognize and treat violence as a
public health issue does not mean over-
looking criminal offenses criminal
acts should be dealt with by the law-
enforcement authorities and the courts.
But every effort should be made to
work with young people so that they do

( ;

"Violence is the leading
cause of lost life in the

country today. If it's not a
public health problem,

why are all those
people dying from it?"

not turn to crime. Prevention is prefer-
able to injury, incarceration, and death.

VIOLERCE.PREVENTION POLICY TOWARD

YOUTH. Since adolescents and even chil-

dren constitute the greatest number of
perpetrators and victims of violence.
policies and programs aimed at the pre-
vention of violence should concentrate
on measures that affect and protect
those vulnerable age groups.

For the short term, the criminal justice
system must be revised to deal effec-
tively with youthful offenders and with
adults who entice minors into criminal
activities, especially in the use of guns
and drugs. and to protect children and
youth against domestic violence.

More effective policing would help
communities to defeat the violence
around them, make the schools and ac-
cess to them safe, and drive the drug
dealers and other threats to peace out
of the housing projects.

Protection of young people's records
was instituted with the best of inten-
tions at a time when children's and
adolescents' misbehavior rarely included
serious crimes. Under present con-
ditions, some experts believe the
approach sends the wrong message to
youngsters: that they can expect le-
niency in the commission of serious
crimes. It encouraees criminal adults.
particularly in the drug trade, to use
armed youngsters as junior partners.
relatively immune to serious penalty.
The evidence of gun use at ever

younger ages "points to an immediate
need to limit the access of adolescents
to firearms of all sorts and to foster
attitudes that would make use of such
weapons cowardly or otherwise unac-
ceptable.- according to Felton Earls
and his colleagues Robert B. Cairns
and James A. Mercy, who contributed
a chapter on violence control among
adolescents in Promoting the Health Qf
Adolescents. Answers thus must be
sought both in law and in education.

Educational and legislative action
aimed at reducing the threat of gun vio-
lence is making some headway, in part
because the nation's police forces have
become an effective lobby for gun con-
trol. President Clinton has made a
strong appeal for it. saying the nation
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ill nes er he able to lower it, health
care costs if the stivets continue to he a
battleground for armed teenagers.

.1-he Brady Lass imposes a ss
period 01 Ike business days on pur-
chasers of f irearms in order to lease
time tor a background check and also to
impose a cooling-Off period to present
crimes of pitssion and momentary rage.
litit it is cleark no inore than an interim
measure. as es en most ot its supporters
stdmit. because in the world of embat-
tled streets, housing protects. and
schools. firearms are 110 1 bought through
legal eommercial channels: they are
traded. like drugs in alless. trom sans
and through a host 01 illegal suppliers.

The process of disarming would best
hegm with children and teenagers. the
group that commits the most serious
oun-related crimes and suffers most as
ictims of such crimes. Colorado's

Go% ernor Roy Romer has made it a
priority "to get the bullets off the
streets and guns out of the hands of our
kids.- Colorado recently passed legis-.
lation to ban possession of handguns
by persons under age eighteen and to
make it illegal for adults to pros ide
handgun, to juseniles. to expedite
prosecution of eases invol ing tumors
and guns. and to expand detention
space and programs. including "hoot
camps- for those who siolate the lass.
Utah has enacted similar legislation.

-Will the gun ban and other new lass,
solve the problemr Gosernor Romer
asked. He answered: "No. But they are
a beginning.-

There are other interim measures to
protect young people that can be con-
sidered:

Make schools. and the way to and
From school, as safe as possiNe from
guns and other Ss capons.

Seserely penaliie adults, including
palents. v hi), on purpose 01 through
neglect allow children to pill access
to I irearms.

to Treat gun iolenic resulting in
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mimics and death as serious crimes. re-
gardlcs. 01 the perpetrator's age, and
make :Is ,Hlable the records of such
crimes once the adolescent reaches the
age Of si \teen.

THE LONG VIEW A res iess of rapidly
emerging des elopmcnts raises trouble-
'mile questions. Are the programs to
present youth iolence beginning to
work? How call statistics showing the
success of pilot inters ention programs
he reconciled ss i t h equally reliable
reports of escalating s iolence among
es er more. and Olinger. perpetrator,
kind 5 ictinis!

Pait of the answer is that. es en as
anti-5 iolenee actions gain support. sio-
lence-creating condition, do limt remain
static. More guns, the epidemic of
crack cocaine, the continuing deteri-
oration of family life, the decline of
cis ic sirtue. the spread of poverty and
unemployMent. the reienless show of

iolence by the entertainment media
all remain winners in sk hat is still an
unequal contest.

President Clinton made this impas-
sMned appeal: -Unless we deal with
the ras ages of crime and drugs and vio-
lence. and tin.ess sse recogni/e that it's
due to the breakdown of the famils. the
community. and the disappearance of
jobs. and Unless we say SOMC OF this
cannot he done bs gos eminent because
we has e to reach deep inside to the s;.il-
ues. the spirit, the soul, and the truth of
human nature. none of the other things
sse seek to do will es er take us where
11e need to go.-

Delbert Elliott puts the matter bluntly:
"Once ins ed in a liFestIt2 that in-
cludes serious forms of siolence. theft.
,ind substance use. those from disad-
santaged fanfilies and neighborhoods
find it s cry difficult to escape this
lifestyle. There are fewer opportunities
for consentional adult roles. and the\
are more embedded in and dependent
upon the gangs and the illicit ecommly
that ii out ri s lies in their neighborhoods.

. The es idence suggests that those
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who are successful in makmg the tran-
sition into cons entional work and fanfily
roles gise up their ins olsement in s io-
hence. We must target our Mtersentions
to facilitate a successful transition into
cons entional adult roles for all youth.-

For the long term, basic answers must
he found in broadly cimeeis ed educa-
tion. The crisis calls for the enlistment
of schools and communities in offering
efteetise programs of conflict resolu-
tion and cooperatise learning, pros id-
ing teenagers \kith a sense of belonging.
giving eonstructise competition to
gangs. creating community schools that
operate bey (Ma the mirmal school day.
and fostering responsible family plan-
ning. b.:Intik life education. healthy
child des elopment. and the recosery of
humane values ss nh a sense of respon-
sibility toward the rights of others. It
calls for a personal commitment to
mentoring hy credible and dedicated
adults and peers. It calls for gos
went and busmess to pros ide young
people with access to community ser-
vices and to jobs.

In the end. winning against siolence
ss ill require a public stance that 5 io-
lence is socially unacceptable and that
the economic and social poli-
cies should reflect a societs that
despises rath.mr than tolerates and es en
glorifies s iok nee. IN

Fred NI. Hechinger

For information:

Delbert S. Elliott. Director. Center tor
the Study anti Prevention of Violence,
ln.stintte Behat ionll Science. I ',river-
%UV of ColOrtido (II Boulder. Campus
llok 442. Boulder, CO SO.409-0442.

Renee Wilynt-lin tier. .1.so( late Davi.-
tor. Center tor Health Ponninton and
blnention. lItIneation Development(.enft.r. (viapo s.trcet v1itton.

(11/60.

.11an kellt. Prestdent. A/eau/scope.
1.27l1 Ventura Boulevard, .Sime 250.
Studio Citi. 91604 .
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